  



A security protocol consisting of encryption keys, authentication
credentials, tickets, and user passwords is used to provide secure
transmission of information between two transacting parties in a DCE
client/server enterprise.
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† As in the Kerberos system, keys are used for encrypting and decrypting data transferred in a
network transaction, and are known only to the DCE security server and the parties involved in
the transaction.
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The following are some of the terminology and associated acronyms frequently
used in this article.
Extended Privilege Attribute Certificate (EPAC). A credential provided by the
DCE privilege service containing user and group identities and attribute-value
pairs. This information is used by an application server to make authorization
decisions.
Extended Registry Attribute (ERA). A mechanism in which attribute-value pairs
are associated with principals. The information in these attribute-value pairs may
be used to deny or grant an authorization request.

remote principal with the names stored in an applicationĆ
specific database. This method is called nameĆbased authoĆ
rization and is available when using the DCE secure comĆ
munication mechanisms.
• PrivilegeĆbased authorization with access control lists. DCE
servers can choose to protect their resources with access
control lists (ACLs). An ACL contains entries that describe
the particular permissions granted to various principals. An
ACL entry may specify an individual user (principal) name, a
group name that implies several principals, or other" to
indicate any principal not already matching a user or group
entry. Users, groups, and others from a foreign cell may also
be specified in an ACL entry.

Principal. An entity such as a user, an application, or a system whose identity can
be authenticated.

When a server receives a remote request, it asks the authenĆ
ticated RPC runĆtime environment for the caller's EPAC. The
EPAC contains the caller's principal and group identities,
which are compared against the ACL to determine if access
is granted. If the caller's principal identity matches the prinĆ
cipal in an ACL entry, and if that ACL entry contains the reĆ
quired permissions, then access is granted. If there is no
match on the principal, but one of the caller's groups matches
a group ACL entry, then the permissions in the group entry
apply.

Service Ticket. A credential used by an application client to authenticate itself to
an application server.
Ticket-Granting Ticket (TGT). A credential that indicates that a user has been
authenticated and is therefore eligible to get tickets to other services.

Identification and Authentication. The first interaction between a
user and the DCE security service is the login sequence
when the identity of a user is authenticated by a secret key.
The result of this authentication is a ticketĆgranting ticket
(TGT) containing the user principal's credentials. The TGT
indicates that the user has been authenticated. It is used, as
its name implies, to obtain tickets to other services. The life
span of a TGT is limited to ensure that the user represented
by the credentials is the user currently using the system and
that the user's credentials are upĆtoĆdate.

The DCE library includes facilities to manage ACLs and perĆ
form authorization checks based on ACLs. ACLS are deĆ
scribed in the article on page 49.
• Other authorization. Other authorization mechanisms are
made possible by the ERA facility. A server can use the
value of any given attribute in a user's EPAC to decide
whether it should service or deny any given request.
   
  
DCE provides the remote procedure call (RPC) communicaĆ
tion mechanism as one of its core services. The DCE security
service is designed to support protected RPC communication.

The user and group identity and the extended registry attriĆ
butes are not part of the TGT issued by the authentication
service. The privilege service supports an additional authoĆ
rization by providing user and group identities and attributes
in the form of an extended privilege attribute certificate
(EPAC). During a login sequence, after the TGT is obtained,
the runĆtime DCE security service makes a request to the
privilege server to issue a privilege TGT. This ticket is a
combination of the TGT and a seal of the EPAC.

Not all distributed applications in a DCE environment will
use RPC. Most client/server applications in existence today
are messageĆbased, and changing them to use the RPC paraĆ
digm is expensive and timeĆconsuming. It is also not practiĆ
cal for certain applications to use RPC. These applications
nonetheless require security. For this reason the DCE secuĆ
rity service now supports the Generic Security Service API
(GSS API), which allows an application to authenticate itself
to a remote party and secure data for transmission over an
arbitrary communication mechanism.

The privilege TGT is stored in the user's environment and is
used by the secure communication mechanisms to obtain a
service ticket from the authentication service. The service
ticket is used by the communication mechanisms to perĆ
form mutual authentication between the application client
and the application server.
In each of these exchanges, secret session keys, which are
known only to the DCE security service server, are generated
for a particular session between the client and server. The
DCE security runĆtime environment, RPC, and GSS (Generic
Security Service)2 API use these keys for data encryption or
integrity protection generation in any network communicaĆ
tion during a particular session. A brief description of the
GSS API is given later in this article.
Authorization. DCE security provides application servers with
multiple options for authorization. A server can choose to
grant access to a user based on one of the following three
models.
• NameĆbased authorization. The simplest but least scalable
way of doing authorization is to compare the name of the
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•
•
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•

Four basic levels of protection are available with either RPC
or GSS API:
No protection. The DCE security service does not mediate or
participate in the connection.
Authentication. The user of the client application is authentiĆ
cated to the server.
Data integrity. A cryptographic checksum is included with
the data transmitted. The DCE security service guarantees
the data received is identical to the data transmitted.
Data privacy. The data is transmitted in an encrypted form
and is therefore private to the sender and the receiver.
United States export regulations limit the availability of this
level of protection outside of the United States and Canada.
The higher protection levels include the protections offered
by the lower levels.

   
Logically, two login sequences are required: the login to the
system and the login to DCE. Entries in the DCE security
service registry contain all the attributes associated with a
UNIX account. These entries can be used instead of the
traditional /etc/passwd file or NIS† database as the source of
information for the UNIX system login. The HPĆUX* operating
system integrates the system and DCE login sequences into
an integrated login facility, which is described in the article
on page 34.
The DCE security service can be used as the core security
service for the enterprise because it features an extensible
registry through the ERA facility. Products from HP and other
manufacturers licensing DCE from the Open Software
Foundation (OSF) will undoubtedly use the extended regisĆ
try attribute facility either to provide other integrated login
facilities or to synchronize the DCE security service registry
with other user databases.

that the confounder data will be different. These two techĆ
niques render security attacks particularly difficult because
each block of cipher text depends on the previous cipher
block and some random data.
One-Way Hash. The DCE security service uses the message
digest 5 (MD5) algorithm4 coupled with the DES encryption
algorithm to guarantee the integrity of the data being transĆ
mitted and verify the success of the decryption operations.
MD5 produces a 128Ćbit signature (also called a message
digest) that represents the data being transmitted. This mesĆ
sage digest is obtained by processing the data in blocks of
512 bits. The algorithm is driven by a fixed table containing
64 operations. It uses four 32Ćbit variables and involves rotaĆ
tion, exclusiveĆOR, OR, negation, AND, and addition operations
on these variables and the 16 32Ćbit segments contained in
each block. Like all oneĆway hash functions, MD5 is designed
to be easy to compute and difficult to break (i.e., derive
plain text from a given hash). DCE uses CCITTĆ32 CRC,5 a
checksum algorithm, to verify data integrity in certain cases.

The secure data communication mechanisms described
above can be used by system vendors to secure the standard Keys. The DCE security service uses two types of keys: longĆ
term principal secret keys and conversation or session keys.
network communication protocols, such as the file transfer
• Principal keys. The DCE authentication protocol (described
protocol (ftp).
below) requires that the DCE security server and the princiĆ
pal requesting authentication share a secret key. For a maĆ
    
chine or process principal, this key is stored in a file and is
The mechanisms used by the DCE security service to proĆ
protected by the local operating system protection mechaĆ
vide secure data communication are a combination of key
nisms. In the case of a human principal, the secret key is
distribution, data encryption, and data hash tables. The purĆ
derived from the user's password by a oneĆway hash funcĆ
pose of this section is to give more details about these
tion.1 All the principal keys are stored in the DCE registry.
mechanisms. Some details have been omitted for brevity and
• Conversation or session keys. Conversation and session keys
readability. More formal and complete descriptions of the
are used to encrypt the data and checksums exchanged beĆ
algorithms can be found in the references indicated below.
tween the application client , the application server, and the
Data Encryption. The DCE security service uses the Data
DCE security server. The designs of the DCE and Kerberos
Encryption Standard (DES)3 algorithm to protect the data it
security mechanisms avoid the need to establish a longĆterm
transmits. This algorithm is used by both RPC and the GSS
secret key for each pair of communicating principals by
API to protect user data and guarantee its integrity. DES reĆ
creating shortĆlived session keys and communicating them
quires that the two parties exchanging information share a
securely to each principal engaging in a data exchange. In
secret key, which is only known to the two parties. This key
addition, session keys reduce the vulnerability of longĆterm
is 64 bits long and has 56 bits of data and 8 bits of parity.
principal keys because the latter are used less often and
therefore are less susceptible to offline attacks.
DES encrypts plain text in blocks of 64 bits. The encryption
is obtained by the iteration of a basic operation which comĆ
The conversation and session keys are generated as random
bines permutation of bits for both key and data with excluĆ
numbers by the DCE security service and are not reused.
siveĆOR operations. The result of the encryption is a block of
These keys have typical lifetimes measured in minutes.
cipher text in which each bit depends on all the bits of the
Session keys are keys communicated to principals in tickets,
key and the plain text. Decryption of the cipher text involves whereas conversation keys are established dynamically by
the inverse of the same basic operation. The party receiving
the RPC runĆtime environment to protect the data transmisĆ
the cipher text and performing the decryption has a copy of
sion. Session keys are used in the establishment of commuĆ
the key used for encryption.
nication keys.
The DCE security service uses DES in cipherĆblockĆchaining
mode in which plain text blocks are exclusiveĆORed with the
previous cipher text block before being encrypted. The DCE
security service also uses confounder data, which is a
dummy block of random data placed before the application
data. Confounder data is used to prevent guessing by corĆ
relation between blocks of encrypted data. The same block
of plain text can result in two completely different blocks of
data once encrypted with the same key because of the fact
†NIS, or Network Information Services, is a product from Sun Microsystems.

   
A simplified illustration of the authentication protocol is
shown in Fig. 2. The circled numbers in this section correĆ
spond to the circled numbers in Fig. 2.
At the start of a user login sequence the computer estabĆ
lishes a session with the DCE security service. The user's
password is transformed into a secret key 1 . The client sysĆ
tem has a file containing a machine TGT and a machine sesĆ
sion key. Knowledge about the machine session key and
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down or network connections are unavailable, which could
happen frequently in wide area network environments.
For this purpose, the DCE security service features a server
replication mechanism. The master replica is the only one
that can accept requests for updates such as password
changes or account modifications. These modifications are
sent securely to slave replicas, which contain a duplicate
image of the registry database, but support only query, not
update operations. The use of slave replicas improves perforĆ
mance in busy environments since additional DCE security
servers are available to process queries and requests for seĆ
cure communication.
The DCE security service administrative commands allow the
role of master to be moved between replicas. In case the
machine hosting the master is not available for some time,
the administrator can force a slave to become the master.
In the rare case in which no network connection is available
to reach a DCE security server, the DCE security login client
will use a local cache of credentials that have been granted
recently to perform authentication. However, the credentials
usually cannot be used to obtain service tickets.
         
The use of the DCE security service alone does not guarantee
a secure distributed computing environment. The security
service relies on protection features offered by the local opĆ
erating system to store its data and credentials.
The systems hosting a DCE security server must be protected
from unauthorized access. They should be placed in a seĆ
cure area, such as a locked room, and be given the highest
security considerations. In particular, certain network serĆ
vices should be disabled and a limited number of users
should be given access. This security is required because the
DCE security server holds the keys to all the principals in the
enterprise.
The systems hosting the application servers should also be
managed with care, mainly to protect the enterprise data,
which is often not protected by the DCE security service.
Application clients do not need such stringent management
guidelines. On multiuser systems, the user environment
should be partitioned so that one user cannot steal the creĆ
dentials of another active user, which could be done by
reading the other user's credential files.
The DCE security service does not guarantee that there are
no undetected intruders in the system. It offers no protection
if the program used for login has been modified to steal the
password, saving it for future retrieval by an intruder.
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If a system other than one hosting a DCE security server is
compromised, only the application servers residing on that
system and the users who performed a login on that system
during the period of compromise are affected. The overall
distributed computing environment protected by the DCE
security service is not affected. This is because the keys are
known only by the owner (server, machine, or application)
and the DCE security servers, and they are never communiĆ
cated to a third party.
    
The DCE security service was developed by HewlettĆPackard
for the Open Software Foundation as part of the Distributed
Computing Environment project. The DCE security service
finds its roots in the Domain operating system, the Network
Computing System (NCS), and the Athena project at the MasĆ
sachusetts Institute of Technology, which created Kerberos.
Over the years, many different engineers and managers, too
numerous to recognize by name, have worked on the prodĆ
uct. The DCE security service continues to evolve as new
services are added through the prestructured technology proĆ
gram under the auspices of the OSF.
The authors would like to thank Sue Kline, Mike Kong, Sean
Mullan, Joe Pato, Bill Sommerfeld, and Rob Stanzel for their
contributions to this article.
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